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MSL’S BI SOLUTION:
UNDERSTANDING THE UNKNOWNS
TO INCREASE ENGAGMENT AND
REVENUES
“Time is the biggest factor; before some
reports took me a week to put together
which now only takes me 5 minutes”

Customer Overview
The Vikings Group is a collection of four
licensed premises in the ACT; Chisholm
Vikings, Town Centre Vikings, Erindale
Vikings & Lanyon Vikings. The Vikings
Group has a renowned reputation in the
Tuggeranong Valley as the ‘Home of
Amateur Sport’ - consisting of more than
50 affiliated sporting and social clubs.
Premises in the Vikings Group are fitted
out with modern facilities, entertainment,
gaming and dining options.

The Solution
MSL BI

member behaviour when it is interacting
with promotions, events and club facilities.
Originally, the Vikings Group invested in
the development of its own BI platform
which resulted in a complicated system
that was difficult to manoeuvre and
required a high level of competency to
operate. After several months, the Vikings
Group ceased propriety BI development
and investigated third party solutions.
“A lot of other companies were talking
about it but didn’t really have a platform
where you could look, feel, touch,
manipulate”
The Vikings Group ended up selecting MSL
Solutions’ business analytics solution, MSL
BI. Ron Kent, Group Gaming Manager at
the Vikings Group, said, “We had a look at
another provider as well, but MSL
Solutions really was the pioneer in the BI
space in club land. A lot of other companies
were talking about it but didn’t really have
a platform where you could look, feel,
touch, manipulate.”

Uncovering the unknowns

Why MSL Solutions as a Technology
Partner?
The Vikings Group was looking for a
Business Intelligence platform that
specialised in club and member-based
organisations. The Vikings Group’s main
criteria is to have a BI platform that will
allow its Management Teams to quantify
decisions and respond quickly.
In the club industry there are a multitude
of promotion and operational activities
across entertainment, gaming, food &
beverage and dining. The Vikings Group
understands the importance of gauging

Since April 2017, the Vikings Group has
been using MSL BI, resulting in accurate
and factual insights regarding promotional
activity. Operational personnel can now
quickly review activity to identify: (a) if it is
a detractor from the business, (b) what the
effect on customer/member behaviour is
and (c) if there is an increase in visitation
and revenue. MSL BI also uncovered how
the Vikings Group’s members travel
between sites - identifying that one-third
of the member base travels depending on
what food and gaming product is available
at a site.
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Getting a better level of
understanding
MSL BI has improved insight within the
Vikings Group’s gaming fleet, allowing
gaming and operational staff to monitor
performance trends on all gaming products
along with the success or failure of any
promotional activity. Demographic insights
into the gaming products helps to make
informed decisions when purchasing
products and making game changes.
Knowing what game appeals to the Vikings
Group’s customers or those customers
they are trying to attract, ensures less risk
and a shorter return on investment.

How the Vikings Group made
money, saved money and engaged
more with MSL BI
The introduction of MSL BI into the Vikings
Group’s premises has assisted in the
increase of group revenue and the
reduction of costs. The information
captured by MSL BI is used to support
strategic decisions and enables decisionmakers to quickly respond to changing
business conditions. For example, revenue
performance is increasing because the
Vikings Group can allocate the right
beverage into the correct bar based on a
venue’s demographic. Management can
now see which beverage taps are not
performing at revenue expectations and
change them out with a more appropriate
product. The Vikings Group is also seeing

an improvement in service times,
identifying bottlenecks due to certain
products only being available in some
areas i.e., the gaming lounge. Once
identified, the product can be dispersed
into multiple locations to ease congestion,
resulting in increased service times and
greater revenues.
The Vikings Group has seen a reduction of
promotional costs, because MSL BI has
allowed marketing to be targeted and
personalised to members. The data BI
uncovers allows for better promotional
design and service offerings to the Vikings
Group’s members. The gaming spend on
AEMP (Advertising and Entertainment
Marketing Promotion) has decreased since
the introduction of MSL BI, with
expenditure predicted to reduce further.

Capturing, measuring, and
analysing data
Traditionally, the Vikings Group manually
exported critical information from multiple
systems, then consolidated and formatted
the information in a spreadsheet. This was
a highly manual and time-consuming
process that was prone to errors and
required considerable resources. The
information provided during this process
was often out of date and hard to verify
quickly.
The implementation of MSL BI has created
a solid and factual data set that is easily
extracted and analysed.
MSL BI has lowered reporting time
dramatically, increasing administration
productivity. Ron Kent said, “Time is the
biggest factor; before some reports took
me a week to put together which now only
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takes me 5 minutes.” Due to the success of
the BI implementation and the lightweight
nature of MSL BI, the Vikings Group has
rolled out MSL BI across all departments;
Operations, Gaming, F&B and Accounting.
“I also use MSL BI to get a quick snapshot
[and] spot trends. If something is out of
the ordinary, then I delve into it deeper to
uncover the cause”
MSL BI has made analysing trends easy and
factual for Management Teams, “I use MSL
BI daily, mostly project related,” said Ron.
“For example, I am currently working on
customer profiles for each site using MSL
BI. I also use MSL BI to get a quick snapshot
[and] spot trends. If something is out of the
ordinary, then I delve into it deeper to
uncover the cause.’’

The big changes MSL BI made
The Vikings Group is going on a
transformation journey thanks to MSL BI
and the ease of access it provides. The
Vikings Group previously relied on data
analysts to pull information, however it
was always a month behind, hindering
response time. The Management Teams
have benefited significantly from accessing
on-demand data, reducing costs, and
increasing revenue streams.
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